Care Workers Adjustable Headband for Masks Knitting Pattern in DK yarn

© This pattern is strictly protected by copyright. It is not to be copied in any format, part or whole, re-written, shared or re-sold.

Website www.dolliebabies.co.uk
Email dolliebabiesknit@aol.com
**Materials**

20g dk yarn with a tension of 22sts and 30 rows to 10cm square over stocking stitch, 2 large buttons, 1 x pr 4mm needles. One size fits all.

**Abbreviations**

K-knit, P-purl, STS-stitches, Sl1-Slip one stitch, YF- yarn forward, K2TOG-Knit 2 stitches together.

**HEADBAND**

Cast on 15sts and k3 rows

*Next row – (buttonhole row) k7, yf, k2tog, k6

Next 15 rows – k to end*

Repeat from * to * until work measures approx 54cm long (21”) or desired length. Cast off.

**BUTTON BAND**

Cast on 9sts and work 15 rows in garter stitch. Cast off.

**Make Up**

Darn in ends. Sew one button centrally to the cast off area, just below the actual cast off row of the headband. Sew the other button onto the button band. When headband has been adjusted to fit it, push the button band button through the adjacent buttonhole so that the buttons are equally spaced out and will allow the straps of the carers mask to hang onto each side. I have used large buttons which are a really tight fit through the buttonhole so that after the headband has been washed and worn a few times, the buttons are not going to pop out easily.

**Copyright**

© This pattern is strictly protected by copyright. It is not to be copied in any format, part or whole, re-written, shared or re-sold.

Even though this pattern is free, copyright rules still apply. Whilst I am happy for items made from my patterns to be sold, items from this pattern are **NOT** to be sold. This pattern is supplied on the condition that items made from it are given to all care workers who would find it helpful during this intense national emergency and beyond.
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